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Background: Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is common among elderly people. So

far, effective treatment that can stabilize or reverse the cognitive decline associated with

MCI is lacking. Recent studies suggest that playing mahjong may improve attention and

memory in elderly people. However, its effect on executive function remains unknown.

Methods: 56 elderly people (74.3 ± 4.3 years of age) with MCI from the First Social

Welfare the First Nursing Home of Nanchong were randomized into mahjong and control

groups (N= 28, each group). Subjects in the mahjong group played mahjong three times

a week for 12 weeks, while people in the control group assumed normal daily activity.

Executive function was evaluated using the Montreal Cognitive Assessment—Beijing

(MoCA-B), the Shape Trail Test (STT), and the Functional Activities Questionnaire (FAQ)

before the study and then at 6 and 12 weeks after mahjong administration.

Results: There were no baseline differences in MoCA-B, STT, and FAQ scoring between

the two groups. The MoCA-B, STT, and FAQ scores, however, improved significantly in

themahjong group but not in the control group after the 12-weekmahjong administration.

Significant correlations were also found between STT and FAQ scores.

Conclusions: Playing Mahjong for 12 weeks improved the executive function of elderly

people with MCI. Because Mahjong is a simple, low-cost entertainment activity, it could

be widely applied to slow down or reverse the progression of cognitive decline in people

with MCI, including those with traumatic brain injury.

Keywords: mahjong, elderly, executive function, mild cognitive impairment, activities of daily living (ADL), TBI

INTRODUCTION

Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is a critical transient period of cognitive decline between normal
aging and early dementia. Between 10 and 20 percent of adults above the age of 65 are diagnosed
withMCI, and approximately 10 percent ofMCI adults progress to Alzheimer’s disease annually (1).
The decline in executive function in elderly people with MCI is particularly obvious. The activity
and executive function of the prefrontal cortex is significantly reduced with aging (2). Executive
function is the advanced cognitive function for completing tasks and/or overcoming difficulties
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involving prefrontal cortex-mediated working memory and
reflection, planning, organization, and management (2). The
decline in executive function may have a negative effect on the
instrumental activities of daily living (IADL). Marshall et al.
as well as others, have shown a significant correlation between
executive function and the ability to complete IADL in elderly
with MCI (3). Mansbach et al. reported that most elderly with
MCI were deficient in their abilities to perform IADL (4).
Executive function was a stronger predictor for forecasting IADL
dependence than memory, particularly for the performance of
complex finances, the performance of complex cooking, and
the ability to remember events (4). Executive function was
more closely related to instrumental and advanced ADL than
to basic ADL (5). Another study has shown that intervention
to stabilize/improve executive function in the early stages of
dementia may delay the decline of IADL and improve the quality
of life of elderly people (6). Thus, there is a need to explore
effective interventions that can improve executive function in
elderly people.

Recent studies show that intellectual activities and hobbies
involving mental workload can have therapeutic effects on
cognitive function in elderly people (7). Cheng et al. reported
progressive improvement in cognitive performance after patients
who were affected by an early stage of dementia played
mahjong (8). Playing mahjong has also been found effective
in improving short-term memory, attention, and logical
thinking in both middle-aged and elderly people (9). Improved
episodic memory after playing mahjong may involve the
activation of selective and divided attention, inhibition of
interfering stimuli, and mobilization of manipulation skills
(10). An enriched environmental, emotional stimulation, and
interpersonal interactions during mahjong activity may also play
a role in the reactivation of neural circuits in an aged brain.

Mahjong is a popular form of social entertainment for elderly
people in China. It has win-or-lose gambling-like characteristics
and is played among four players. In order to win, the participants
need to focus and coordinate visual, mental, and manual
activities. These repeated activities may improve executive
function in aging.

Playing mahjong requires four players sitting around a square
table with raised edges. A mahjong set includes 136–152 tiles
(depending on the version of the game) and three dice. Players
mix the tiles (called washing) and place the tiles face-down,
building them into blocks two layers high. They take turns
throwing the dice and receiving tiles according to the number
thrown, as well as sorting and arranging their own tiles into some
desired spatial sequence. They then take turns drawing one tile
from the face-down pile and discarding a piece. It is important
to memorize the tiles played and to predict other players’ moves
and use this information to build a strategy to maximize one’s
chances of winning. In completing sets, combinations of three

Abbreviations: ADL, activities of daily living; FAQ, functional activities

questionnaire; GDS-15, geriatric depression scale 15-item version; IADL,

instrumental activities of daily living; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; MoCA-

B, montreal cognitive assessment (Beijing edition); STT, shape trail test; TMT, trail

making test.

tiles can be formed as either three of a kind (a pong) (one
variation is four of a kind) or a sequence of three numbers in a
row of one suit (a chee). During play, every player has to pay
attention to certain tiles when they become available to form a
pong (win the game). The player may call “pong” any time, even
when it is not his/her turn if he/she has two of a kind and the
latest discard gives him/her a pong. The player calling “pong”
takes the discard and reveals all three pieces (11) (https://corp.
mahjongclub.com/basic-rules; https://www.thesprucecrafts.
com/how-to-play-mahjong-411827; https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=7WygnpfFbMQ; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
tRCb_LOkEmQ).

So far, however, no study has directly examined the effects of
mahjong play on executive function in elderly people with MCI.
In this study, we examined executive function and IADL in older
adults with MCI who played mahjong for 12 weeks.

METHODS

Subjects and the Nursing Home
People 65 years of age or older were recruited from the First Social
Welfare Nursing Home of Nanchong City, Sichuan Province,
China. The nursing home was selected for this study because
(1) the lifestyle of elderly people in the nursing home was
relatively simple and homogeneous; 2) the nursing home always
had enough participants to play mahjong games at a given time.

Inclusion Criteria Included

• 65 years of age or older;
• Diagnosis and confirmation of mild cognitive impairment,

including reports of cognitive decline by self or nurses;
assessment with the Beijing version of the Montreal Cognitive
Assessment (MoCA-B), (cut-off range: 17–23 [illiterate], 20–
24 [elementary school], 20–25 [middle- to high school and
above]); Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR), 0.5–1.0;

• Prior experience and knowledge of how to play mahjong, but
had not played mahjong in the past 6 months;

• Free of a handicap and/or disability that could interfere with
mahjong playing.

Exclusion Criteria Included

• Inability to participate in mahjong due to disability (e.g., visual
impairment, hearing impairment, other severe diseases);

• A psychiatric history;
• A neurologic disorder that could affect cognitive function;
• Inability to comply with the time frame of this study;
• Suffering from major depression diagnosed with Geriatric

Depression Scale-15 (GDS-15).

People with depression were excluded because depression is
an independent negative variable affecting IADL ability and
neuropsychological functioning including executive control and
episodic memory in people with MCI (12). Depressive symptoms
are associated with cognitive decline and aging (13).

GDS-15 has a set of 15 depression-related questions for
evaluating depression in elderly people. A Chinese version of this
scale has good reliability and validity in assessing elderly people
(14, 15). In this study, GDS-15 scores of 8 or above indicate a
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possible depression status, and people who scored 8 or above
were therefore excluded from the study.

The Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) scale was applied to
measure the grade of MCI and to exclude with CDR-2 or CDR-3
in elderly (16).

The sample size calculation was performed based on data
(effect size is 0.7, αis 0.05, power is 0.8)from literature using
the statistical program G∗Power3.1. The sample of each group
(mahjong or control) comprised at least 34 subjects, with a total
of 68 subjects needed to achieve statistical representativeness. 69
participants who fulfilled the eligibility criteria were randomized
into a mahjong group (35) and control group (34), with a total of
56 subjects completing the whole experiment.

All study procedures were conducted in accordance with
the Helsinki Declaration of 1975 and were approved by the
Institutional Review Board of Nanchong Central Hospital.
Written informed consent forms were obtained from all
participants prior to the start of the study, and no monetary
reward was offered to participants of the study.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The participants were randomized into a mahjong group or
control group according to a computer-generated random
number table with a 1:1 allocation ration. All participants were
assessed over the course of three visits. During the first visit,
details of the study were presented and written informed consent
was obtained. Patient information sheets were also obtained
and neuropsychological tests were performed. The final two
assessment visits included neuropsychological tests, conducted
during the sixth week and the twelfth week of the experiment.

INTERVENTION

The mahjong group was instructed to play mahjong three times a
week for 1 h each time for 12 weeks based on previous reports
(17, 18). Each mahjong game was played by a group of four
players randomly assembled at the time. The project researchers
were responsible for scheduling and managing the mahjong
event. If one or more of the scheduled players could not show
up for a game for any reason, another resident would serve as the
temporary substitute. The control group includes those residents
who did not participate in any form of mahjong activity during
the trial period except their normal daily activities. Participants
were instructed to record their daily activities through a daily life
sheet following the staff ’s instruction given to them 1 week before
the study. Participants in the mahjong group played mahjong
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday afternoons at two o’clock in the
same location to increase their compliance. To control bias, all
participants were asked to keep a record of regular daily activity
on the daily life sheet under the supervision of the staff.

MEASURES

The values of the Montreal Cognitive Assessment Scale—Beijing
(MoCA-B) (19), the Shape Trail Test (STT) (20) and the

Functional Activity Questionnaire (FAQ) (21) were assessed
before and at 6 and 12 weeks after the start of the study
by researchers who were not involved in the management of
mahjong activity.

THE MONTREAL COGNITIVE
ASSESSMENT—BEIJING (MoCA-B)

MoCA, first developed by Nasreddine, a clinical research center
for neurology at Charles LeMoyne Hospital in Canada, was used
to screen elderly people withmild cognitive impairment (22). The
scale includes eight cognitive domains with a best potential score
of 30 points. Each correct answer accounts for 1 point, whereas
a wrong answer or no answer accounts for 0 points. MoCA-

B was translated and revised by Wen in 2008 to include some
cultural modifications (23). MoCA-B is one of the most widely
used MoCA versions in China with high sensitivity (83.8%) and
specificity (82.5%).

THE SHAPE TRAIL TEST (STT)

The STT is a series of Arabic numerals, combined with Chinese
culture (20, 24) and consists of two parts. Part A consists
of 25 digits. The subject is asked to connect the numbers as
pre-instructed. Part B also contains 25 digits, but each digit
appears twice, in both a circle and a square, and need to be
alternately connected by the subjects as pre-instructed. That
test also shows the acceptable level of area under the curve
(AUC = 0.835), the sensitivity (84.6%), and specificity (66.7%)
of STT in elderly people (> 65 years) with an education level
<12 years.

THE FUNCTIONAL ACTIVITIES
QUESTIONNAIRE (FAQ)

The Functional Activities Questionnaire (FAQ), as a self-reported
questionnaire, is used to differentiate the independence of
instrumental activities of daily living (IADL). The FAQ is
composed of ten items including simple finances, complex
finances, shopping, games, simple cooking, complex cooking,
current events, tracking media, remembering events, and
transportation; the ability to perform each activity is rated from 0
(normal) to 3 (dependent) with a score range of 0–30. The higher
the score, the more serious the damage of IADL function.

Statistical Analysis
Data were analyzed using SPSS 22.0 software. The baseline
differences and the differences after 6 and 12 weeks of mahjong
intervention in MoCA-B, STT, and FAQ scoring between the
two groups were analyzed using independent t-test and/or
repeated measures analysis of variance as appropriate. A paired
t-test was used to analyze the before-and-after treatment
differences within each treatment group. P< 0.05 was considered
statistically significant.
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RESULTS

A total of 69 elderly people were recruited to participate in

this study. The subjects were randomly assigned to the mahjong

intervention group (n = 35) or to the control group (n =

34). During the intervention period, seven individuals from the

mahjong group and six from the control group were excluded,
leaving 28 in the mahjong group and 28 in the control group. The
process for the selection of subjects is described in Figure 1.

The average age of all participants was 74.3 ± 4.3; the male-
to-female ratio was 15:41 (26.8 to 73.2%), the education time was
5.7± 3.9 years, and the proportion of illiteracy (level of or under

junior high school, and senior high school) was 21.4, 64.2, and
14.3%, respectively. The values in our present study are consistent
with the recent report of elderly Chinese patients in another study
by Jiang, 2008. The mahjong group did not differ significantly
from the control group in age (74.4± 3.9 vs. 74.2± 4.8 years) (p
> 0.05), years of education (5.6 ± 3.7 vs. 5.9 ± 4.2) (p > 0.05),
proportion of female (78.6, vs. 67.9%) (P > 0.05), or CDR (0.88
± 0.59 vs. 0.84± 0.62) (p > 0.05) (Table 1).

A trend level difference existed in the baseline Montreal
Cognitive Assessment (MoCA-B) between the mahjong (21.11±
2.22) and control (22.18± 2.39) groups (t/P-values=-1.74/0.09).
Trend level differences were also found after 6 weeks (21.3 ± 1.9

FIGURE 1 | Flowchart of selection of subjects.
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vs. 22.1± 2.3, t/P-values=-1.4/0.15) and 12 weeks (22.8± 1.7 vs.
22.0± 1.9, t/P-values=1.63/0.11) of mahjong playing. However,
an opposite direction of change in MoCA-B occurred between
the two groups, i.e., a small but steady increase in the mahjong
group and a small but steady decrease in the control group after
6 and 12 weeks of mahjong playing. The control group analysis
showed that the MoCA-B score was significantly improved in the
mahjong group after 12 weeks of mahjong intervention (22.8 ±

1.7) compared to the baseline (21.11 ± 2.22) (P < 0.01) and 6-
week values (21.3 ± 1.9) (P < 0.01). But no such change was
found in the control group (Table 2).

Similarly, no significant difference was found in STT between
the mahjong and control groups at the baseline (573.1 ± 113.8
vs. 559.3 ± 95.9, P > 0.05), 6 weeks after mahjong intervention
(555.1 ± 115.0 vs. 561.4 ± 102.0, P > 0.05), and 12 weeks after
mahjong intervention (535.7± 111.7 vs. 565.5± 93.0, P > 0.05).
Group time analysis showed continuously reduced STT scores
in the mahjong group after 6 weeks (555.1 ± 115.0) (P < 0.01)
and 12 weeks (535.7 ± 111.7) (P < 0.01) of mahjong playing
compared to the baseline STT scores (573.1± 113.8). But no such
reduction in STT scores was found in the control group (Table 2).

Compared to the baseline FAQ values (17.89± 4.64), the FAQ
score decreased significantly and continuously in the mahjong

TABLE 1 | Demographics of the participants (N = 56).

Mahjong Control Total P

Gender, (women %) 78.6% 67.9% 73.2% 0.375

Age, year (mean ± s.d) 74.4 ± 3.9 74.2 ± 4.8 74.3 ± 4.3 0.879

Education, year

(mean ± s.d)

5.6 ± 3.7 5.9 ± 4.2 5.7 ± 3.9 0.814

GDS (mean ± s.d) 3 ± 1.56 2.86 ± 1.7 2.93 ± 1.64 0.748

CDR (mean ± s.d) 0.88 ± 0.59 0.84 ± 0.62 0.86 ± 0.6 0.826

GDS-15, Geriatric Depression Scale; CDR, The Clinical Dementia Rating.

group after 6 weeks (16.9 ± 4.5) (P < 0.01) and 12 weeks
(15.6 ± 4.8) (P < 0.01) of mahjong intervention but not in the
control group. The FAQ scores of the mahjong group became
significantly lower in the mahjong group than in the control
group after 6 weeks (16.9 ± 4.5 vs. 19.5 ± 3.3, P < 0.05) and
12 weeks (15.6± 4.8 vs. 19.9± 3.6, P < 0.01) of mahjong playing
(Figure 2).

The relationships between the scores of the MoCA-B and STT
and the scores of the FAQ are shown in Table 3. Significant
correlations were found betweenMoCA-B and FAQ and between
FAQ and STT.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we evaluated the effects of mahjong playing on
executive function in elderly people with MCI by using three
scales, the MoCA-B, STT, and FAQ.

MoCA-B is a reliable screening tool for detecting different
types of MCI, including amnestic MCI and non-amnestic MCI
(25). According to a recent study of elderly Chinese participants
with MCI, the cut-off values of MoCA-B for illiterate people
(<1 year of education) with MCI is 17–23 points, for people
with elementary school education, the boundary values are 20–
24 points, and for people with junior high school education and
above, the boundary values are 20–25 points (26).

The Trail Making Test (TMT) is one of the most sensitive
and popular scales for testing executive function in people with
MCI (27). In the test, subjects need to shift the focus of attention
between various external stimuli when facing two cognitive tasks.
The ability to shift tasks is a main component of executive
function. Because TMT is based on the Latin alphabet, this limits
its application in Chinese-speaking populations. STT is based on
the Trail Making Test (TMT), which was developed for people
who speak Chinese as a first language (20).

The Functional Activities Questionnaire (FAQ), as a self-
reported questionnaire, is used to evaluate the independence

TABLE 2 | Changes in MoCA-B, STT-B, and FAQ scores (mean ± s.d) after 6 and 12 weeks of mahjong intervention.

Baseline 6 weeks after

intervention

12 weeks after

intervention

t/P-value

base vs. 6 w

t/P-value

base vs. 12 w

t/P-value

6w vs. 12w

MoCA-B

Mahjong 21.11 ± 2.22 21.3 ± 1.9 22.8 ± 1.7 −1.000/0.326 −6.971/0.001** −6.162/0.001**

Control 22.18 ± 2.39 22.1 ± 2.3 22.0 ± 1.9 0.493/0.626 0.895/0.379 0.593/0.558

t/P-value −1.74/ 0.09 −1.47/0.15 1.63/0.11

STT-B

Mahjong 573.1 ± 113.8 555.1 ± 115.0 535.7 ± 111.7 8.88/<0.001** 8.59/0.001** 5.79/ 0.001**

Control 559.3 ± 95.9 561.4 ± 102.0 565.5 ± 93.0 −0.28/0.783 −1.71/0.66 −0.45/0.098

t/P-value 0.49/ 0.62 −0.22/0.83 −1.084/0.283

FAQ

Mahjong 17.89 ± 4.64 16.9 ± 4.5 15.6 ± 4.8 5.50/<0.001** 5.44/<0.001** 2.86/<0.01**

Control 19.36 ± 3.81 19.5 ± 3.3 19.9 ± 3.6 −0.87/0.39 −1.89/0.07 −1.8/0.083

t/P-value −1.291/ 0.20 −2.61/0.012* −3.74/0.00**

*P < 0.05, difference between mahjong and control groups or between different times after mahjong intervention within each group; **P < 0.001, difference between mahjong and

control groups or between different times after mahjong intervention within each group; base, baseline; STT-B, the Shape Trail Test-B; FAQ, Functional Activities Questionnaire; MoCA-B,

Montreal Cognitive Assessment—Beijing.
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FIGURE 2 | Changes in the Montreal Cognitive Assessment–Beijing (MoCA-B), the Shape Trail Test-B (STT-B), and Functional Activities Questionnaire-21 (FAQ21)

among the studied groups. A significant effect of time is observed on the FAQ21 between the two groups after 6 and 12 weeks, while no significant changes were

observed in MoCA-B and STT-B. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.001 significant between groups at point of assessment.

TABLE 3 | Correlations between FAQ, MoCA-B, and SST-B before and after 6 and 12 weeks of mahjong playing of all participants (N = 56).

FAQ:

baseline

FAQ:

6 weeks

FAQ:

12 weeks

MoCA-B:

baseline

MoCA-B:

6 weeks

MoCA-B:

12 weeks

STT-B

baseline

STT-B

6-week

STT-B

12-week

FAQ: baseline 1

FAQ: 6 weeks 0.956** 1

FAQ: 12 weeks 0.872** 0.923** 1

MoCA-B: baseline −0.583** −0.480** −0.444** 1

MoCA-B: 6 weeks −0.563** −0.465** −0.456** 0.931** 1

MoCA-B: 12 weeks −0.495** −0.490** −0.569** 0.766** 0.759** 1

STT-B: baseline 0.681** 0.603** 0.566** −0.494** −0.483** −0.362** 1

STT-B: 6 weeks 0.703** 0.653** 0.615** −0.471** −0.444** −0.364** 0.956** 1

STT-B: 12 weeks 0.720** 0.676** 0.671** −0.436** −0.424** −0.388** 0.957** 0.937** 1

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (two tailed).

STT-B, the Shape Trail Test-B; FAQ, Functional Activities Questionnaire; MoCA-B, Montreal Cognitive Assessment—Beijingß.

of instrumental activities of daily living (IADL). Nitrini (28).
reported that a FAQ score ≥6 indicates a functional impairment.
FAQ is more sensitive in differentiating subjects with MCI from
those without MCI when compared with other self-reported
IADL scales (29).

Executive function consists of inhibition—responding
appropriately to the needs of a task and/or specific objectives
with controlled behaviors, thoughts, emotions and attention,
and updates that allow for the retaining and manipulating
of information to external tasks or stimuli—and cognitive

flexibility, which allows one to modify one’s behavioral response
to external stimuli (30). Executive function plays an important
role in completing complex activities like housekeeping, laundry,
meal preparation, medication management, shopping, and
transportation; the simultaneous activation of frontal cortex
circuitry is involved in executive function (31).

It was first reported in 2006 that playing mahjong can
significantly improve the cognitive function of patients with
dementia (18). In a separate study, these authors also showed
that mahjong playing had produced better outcomes than tai chi
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exercise in improving the cognition function of elderly people.
Lu et al. reported that playing mahjong can improve short-term
memory, attention, and logical thinking in elderly people (9).
However, these studies have not examined the effects of mahjong
on executive function and ability of life activity.

Our current study focused on the executive function and
activity of daily living and showed that playing mahjong
improved the executive function of elderly people withMCI. This
finding may reflect the fact that playing mahjong is mentally and
intellectually challenging. In order to win the game, participants
need to concentrate as well as judge and predict the next moves
of others in order to select the best strategies to win. Eye and
hand movements are also required to play mahjong. All these
activities may have mobilized cognitive reserves in the brain and
thus enhanced executive function.

Recent studies suggest reserved neural plasticity in the
structure and function of the prefrontal lobes of elderly people.
Training elderly people to perform a series of cognitive tasks
involving working memory and integrated cognition delayed the
shrinkage of the prefrontal cortex and improved white matter
integrity, functional connection, and the differentiation of neural
networks (32–35).

The significantly improved cognitive function after 12 weeks
of mahjong playing in elderly people with MCI is consistent
with previous reports that playing mahjong has significant effects
on memory, attention, and ability to think (36). Our results,
however, differ from a 2014 report by Cheng et al. that shows
no difference between the mahjong group and the control group
after mahjong intervention (8).

This difference may reflect the fact that we used MoCA-B
in our study, whereas Cheng et al. used MMSE in their study.
It is known that MoCA-B is more sensitive than the MMSE in
evaluating the cognitive function of elderly people in the Chinese
population (37). MoCA-B covers a wider range of cognitive
deficits, whereas MMSE is suitable for detecting memory and
language impairment. The application of MMSE in evaluating
executive and visual–spatial impairment is also limited. It has
been reported that MoCA-B has a higher sensitivity (78%) than
MMSE (67%) in detecting early MCI (22).

In this study, we observed subjects with MCI whereas Cheng’s
team studied subjects with dementia who have fewer cognitive
reserves and are more resistant to treatment than those withMCI
(38). Thus, subjects with MCI may have more cognitive reserves
to effectively engage in mahjong activity and activate the cerebral
cortex than subjects with dementia.

We also studied the relationship between executive function
and instrumental daily living ability. The significant correlations
between severe executive dysfunction and a worsening ability of
daily living in this study are consistent with previous reports
(3, 39). Activities of daily life include the critical cognitive
ability of executive function tasks including complex problem
solving, attention shifting between tasks, inhibiting irrelevant
information, recalling lists of items, and sustaining attention on
tasks (40).

Increasing evidence supports a correlation between MCI and
a decline in everyday functioning, which includes basic and
instrumental ADL, self-care tasks, and living independently

in a community setting (5, 40). Correlations between apathy,
depression, memory and executive functioning, dependence in
IADL, and falling and hospital readmissions have also been
reported, (12, 40).

Because executive function is projected in the prefrontal
cortex, which is sensitive to aging-related brain atrophy and
traumatic brain injury (TBI), it would be interesting to know
if the present findings can be applied to prevent or reverse the
decline in prefrontal cortex functional activity and the ability
of daily living of TBI patients (41). It is tempting to speculate
that playing mahjong could stimulate activity and restore some
of the lost functions of prefrontal cortex and thus improve the
executive function and instrumental activities of daily living in
TBI patients because improved social interactions are important
for restoring executive function and instrumental activities of
daily living in subjects with TBI (42). When participating in
multi-person games like mahjong, the participants are involved
in social interactions and therefore executive functions may
be synchronized or boosted among the participants. These
social interactions may be critical for strengthening the neural
network and improving physical and executive functions (43,
44). Findings suggest that the playing of mahjong can likely
prevent loneliness and be beneficial for psychological well-being
(45). Playing Mahjong can improve hand–eye coordination and
manual dexterity, as evidenced by quickened speed of finger
activity and shortened response time. A Japanese study confirmed
that the flexibility of hand function affects executive function in
elderly people and that improved physical function by means of
playing mahjong is also reflected in the enhanced activity of the
hand (46).

Although it is not clear yet whether the benefits of playing
mahjong are due to regular human interaction with peers or due
to playing mahjong itself, the extensive engagement of human
interaction could be the most critical factor in producing the
beneficial effect. It is known that loneliness and social isolation
are major determinants of mental well-being, especially among
older adults (47). One recent review suggests that narrative
activity-based social interventions (as opposed to dancing,
gardening, or other physical activities) can bring about positive
well-being on social and health-related measures in older people
living in nursing homes or similar institutions (48).

However, mahjong is a four-player gambling game, which
originated in China and is played in Chinese communities across
the world, so financial problems are particularly concerning for
older adults or TBI patients, since they are likely to be on fixed
incomes or not working (49). In addition, prolonged mahjong
activity could increase the risk for serious health conditions like
hypertension and heart disease because of exposure to both direct
and secondhand smoke. Playing mahjong also often involves
money, which can be a stressful activity, especially when financial
losses, marital discord, or other social problems may increase
the risk for chronic diseases like diabetes and hypertension (50).
There are case reports that mahjong could cause reflex seizures
that are possibly induced by non-verbal cognitive tasks (51).

This pilot study has limitations. The number of participants
is small because of drop-out, and no long-term follow-ups
were conducted. Although the self-reported FAQ was used
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to evaluate ADL, is the questionnaire is considered not as
accurate as performance-based evaluations because it lacks
sound psychometrical properties and its potential over- or
underestimation of functional ability (4, 5). Future research could
be done to determine the mechanisms of mahjong on executive
function in elderly people withMCI and to ascertain the effects of
long-term mahjong game on executive function in TBI patients.

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS
FOR TBI

This study showed that playing mahjong for 12 weeks could
improve executive function and the ability of daily activity in
elderly people with MCI. Considering that many people with
TBI also suffer cognitive deficits and executive dysfunction, the
present findings suggest that mahjong as a cognitive game may
be a potential method to improve these cognitive deficits and
the activities of daily living in people with TBI. The time of
participation and health conditions need to be considered when
the mahjong playing method is practiced in TBI patients because
of possible disadvantages.
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